Evanescent field: A potential light-tool for theranostics application
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A noninvasive or minimally invasive optical approach for theranostics, which would reinforce diagnosis, treatment, and preferably guidance simultaneously, is considered to be major challenge in
biomedical instrument design. In the present work, we have developed an evanescent field-based fiber
optic strategy for the potential theranostics application in hyperbilirubinemia, an increased concentration of bilirubin in the blood and is a potential cause of permanent brain damage or even death in
newborn babies. Potential problem of bilirubin deposition on the hydroxylated fiber surface at physiological pH (7.4), that masks the sensing efficacy and extraction of information of the pigment level,
has also been addressed. Removal of bilirubin in a blood-phantom (hemoglobin and human serum
albumin) solution from an enhanced level of 77 μM/l (human jaundice >50 μM/l) to ∼30 μM/l (normal level ∼25 μM/l in human) using our strategy has been successfully demonstrated. In a model
experiment using chromatography paper as a mimic of biological membrane, we have shown efficient
degradation of the bilirubin under continuous monitoring for guidance of immediate/future course of
action.
I. INTRODUCTION

Importance of light in the medical diagnosis and
therapy is unanimous. Starting from invention of light microscope in sixteenth century for the pathological use till
“bloodless” laser surgery in the twentieth century are the few
exemplary evidences.1–5 Advent of nanotechnology further
opens up the scope of light for the diagnosis and therapy. For
example, use of quantum dots (QDs) for the early diagnosis and photodynamic therapy of cancer are reported in the
literature.6–8 Potentiality in the use of zinc oxide nanoparticle in the light-assisted treatment of hyperbilirubinemia is
also reported from this group.9 Light as universal excitation
source of spectroscopy in optical biopsy is evident in the
literature.10, 11 Use of optical fiber in the biomedical instrumentation for guiding light is also found to be another important way for the medical use of light in endoscopy.12–14
A significant portion of fiber optic-based biosensors relies on
the efficient interaction of evanescent field with the environments under investigation.15–19 Several good reviews on the
use and control of evanescent field are reported in the present
literature.17, 20, 21 The studies are mainly focused on the sensing of biomedically important analytes, aiming to develop
novel diagnostic protocol. However, use of evanescent field
for a potential therapeutic use is sparse in the literature.15–23
In one of the application based works, a pad of woven fibers
used to transport light from a light source to the neonatal skin
through leaky modes for the treatment of neonatal jaundice.24
Other products for the sensing of variety of physical parameters including oxygen level, pH of a solution, temperature
based on fiber optic absorption and fluorescence techniques
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are also reported in the literature.25–28 Nonetheless, to the best
of our knowledge, use of evanescent field for the simultaneous diagnosis and therapy is absent in the literature and is the
motive of present work.
In the present study, we have used evanescent field of a
silica fiber for probing a bile pigment bilirubin in aqueous solution. Bilirubin is a metabolic waste product that generally
excreted through bile and urine, but for some disease conditions in liver and biliary tract, bilirubin starts to accumulate
in tissues and blood, leading to jaundice.29 Accumulation of
bilirubin is very much common in neonates, causing neonatal jaundice. During the first week of life, around half of the
all neonates are affected by jaundice.30 Till date phototherapy is the most effective treatment for neonatal jaundice.30, 31
In phototherapy the neonates are placed under blue light,
since, bilirubin absorbs light in the blue region of the optical spectrum.32–35 In conventional phototherapy, bilirubin
level of the patients is recommended to be monitored time
to time through blood test, in order to determine the required
dosage and future course of action. In this context, a noninvasive/minimally invasive procedure for the phototherapy can
be very helpful. In the present study, we have shown that the
evanescent field coupled to the aqueous environment can efficiently be used for degradation of bilirubin. Our method offers a strategy for continuous monitoring the level of bilirubin
during the degradation process, which is extremely important
for the immediate course of action. We have found that deposition of our test pigment bilirubin on the surface of the
sensor silica core fiber due to the presence of unavoidable hydroxyl functional groups26 at physiological pH (∼7.4). Apparent masking of the sensitivity of fiber optic biosensors due
to deposition and extraction of relevant information have also
been addressed in our studies. We have successfully demonstrated our strategy in the removal of clinically significant

amount of bilirubin in blood-phantom solution (hemoglobin
and human serum albumin (HSA)). In a model study using chromatography paper as biological membrane mimic,
we have established the efficacy of the developed technique,
in vitro. Briefly, the developed evanescent optical approaches
are expected to unite diagnosis, treatment, and potential
treatment-guidance in one procedure for the management of
hyperbilirubinemia.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

All the chemicals including bilirubin (Ixα) used in our
studies were received from Sigma Aldrich (USA). Bilirubin
was dissolved in water (from Millipore) at pH ∼10 to prepare the stock solution. To prepare our test solution we diluted a small portion of this stock solution by water and the
final pH of the test solution was adjusted around 7.5 (close
to physiological pH). We have used freshly prepared aqueous solution of the test pigment for our experiments. We have
used multi-mode silica core fiber (FT200UMT) from Thorlabs (USA). As per the vendor’s specifications, the core, clad,
and overall diameters of the silica fiber are 200 μm, 225 μm,
and 500 μm, respectively. The multi-modal 1000 μm plastic
fiber (OMPF1000) used in our studies is from OMC (UK).
For the high resolution electron microscopy, we have used
scanning electron microscope (SEM) from FEI (Quanta FEG
250). For the spectroscopic studies, we have used Ocean Optics HR4000 spectrograph with a white light source (LS-450)
and Shimadzu (Japan) spectrophotometer (UV-2600). Soft-

ware from Ocean Optics (SpectraSuite) has been used for
the data acquisition. We have coupled 1 W blue LED (GP1WW6-11100-X38T, peak at 450 nm) from Golden Gadgets
to the optical fibers with SMA (SubMiniature version A) connector (Thorlabs; 10510A, 11050A) through a fiber coupler
(Ocean Optics, 74-UV). In order to monitor power at the end
of the optical fibers, we have used nano-watt power meter
from Coherent (FieldMate with OP-2 VIS sensor). A peristaltic pump from APT Instruments (Vitton-3) has been used
for the recirculation of the aqueous bilirubin solution in our in
vitro studies. In order to enhance the evanescent fields of the
optical fibers we have used manual etching of the fiber clad
as reported in earlier works.17, 36 In the case of plastic fiber,
we have used thermal etching techniques as described in the
literature.17–19
In the present work, we have used evanescent field of the
optical fibers for the potential theranostics application in hyperbilirubinemia. It has to be noted that the evanescent wave
is a near-field wave with an intensity that exhibits exponential decay without absorption as a function of the distance
from the core-clad boundary of the optical fiber as shown in
Figure 1. The standard practice for the estimation of penetration depth (dp ) of the evanescent field in a “non-absorbing”
medium can be illustrated in the following way.17 In a fiber
optic cable the optical signal is transmitted by total internal
reflection of the light. The light from the silica core with refractive index n1 is incident on the clad with refractive index
n2 , where n1 > n2 . As a result the light is internally reflected
totally, depending upon the incident angle θ , where θ > θ c

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of our experimental setup. For the spectroscopic monitoring of photodegradation by an external blue LED (of 450 nm
wavelength) a white light as “Source” and a spectrograph as “Detector” was used for bilirubin sensing. Potential use of the setup in theranostics application has
been demonstrated by replacing the white light with blue LED (source) and optical power meter (detector) at the other end of the fiber, without employing any
external light source for photodegradation of bilirubin. The upper insets in left and right represent the irradiation spectra of the LED and its stability, respectively.
The lower inset shows mechanistic details of evanescent field for the detection of bilirubin.

FIG. 2. Scanning electron microscopic image of bare silica (a) and plastic (c) fibers. The modified surface of the silica (b) and plastic (d) fibers after manual
etching/heating are also shown.

(θ c is the critical angle). In practice the light does not reflect back from the exact plane of separation between core
and clad, rather it has certain penetration depth in the clad
region. The penetration depth or depth of penetration (dp ) is
defined as17
dp =



λ

2π (n1 2 sin2 θ − n2 2 )

.

(1)

The estimated penetration depth for our case is in the range
of few hundreds of nm. However, if any portion of clad is
removed or etched (as in our case) the depth of penetration
would change. It is also worth mentioning that evanescent
field strongly interacts with the environment outside the fiber
and carry spectroscopic information, and is the key of all the
waveguide-based sensors.17 The scenario would change in the
case of an environment, which offers strong optical absorption to the light responsible for the evanescent field.37, 38 This
can be conveniently taken into account by defining a complex
refractive index,37
ñ = n + iκ.

tion loss when electromagnetic wave propagates through the
medium. Both the real and imaginary parts of the refractive
index are the functions of wavelength of the light propagating
through the optical fiber. One way to incorporate attenuation
of the evanescent field in the absorbing medium is via an absorption coefficient (α abs )37, 38 in the following way:

(2)

Here, the real part of the refractive index n indicates the phase
speed, while imaginary part κ indicates the amount of absorp-

I (z) = I0 e−αabs z ,

(3)

where I(z) is the intensity of the evanescent field at a distance
of z from the interface having field intensity of I0 . α abs denotes
absorption coefficient of the medium and equal to twice the
magnitude of the imaginary component of the refractive index
(2 × κ).37 In this formulation the penetration depth, dp would
be just inverse of the absorption coefficient (1/ α abs ).37 From
the above formulation it is clear that the penetration depth
of the evanescent field in an absorbing medium very much
depends on the concentration of the analyte in the medium.
For the potential use of the evanescent field in the light
therapy, the amount of light (optical power), which is proportional to number of optical modes in the guide fiber, is an
important quantity. The number of modes coupled to a fiber

FIG. 3. (a) Absorption spectrum of bilirubin in aqueous solution (pH ∼ 7.5).
(b) Absorption spectrum of bilirubin solution (pH ∼ 7.5) detected at the end
of etched silica fiber. Similarity of the spectra with that of the solid bilirubin
(inset of (a)) is clearly evident. Deposition effect of bilirubin at different pH
values is shown in the inset of (b).

is directly proportional to a dimensionless parameter V,17
V =

2π  2
ρ n1 + n2 2 .
λ

(4)

Here ρ is the radius of the core and λ the wavelength of the
light travelling through the fiber. For a multimode fiber the
number of mode N is proportional to V 2 ,17
N ≈ V 2.

(5)

The estimated values for N in the case of silica and 1 mm
plastic fibers are ∼106 and ∼108 , respectively. Time dependent absorption kinetics were fitted with multi-exponential
function,
y(t) = A1 e−t/τ1 + A2 e−t/τ2 + A3 e−t/τ3 + y0 ,

(6)

where Ai (s) are pre-exponential parameters of the corresponding exponential time constants τ i (s). A negative value of preexponential function indicates growth in the kinetics. The offset y0 is the amount of unaffected component in the kinetics
within our experimental time window.

FIG. 4. (a) Time dependent absorption kinetics of aqueous bilirubin solution
(12 μM, pH 7.5) as detected at the end of the silica fiber. The growth in the
absence of external blue light (Off) and subsequent decay in presence of blue
light (On) over three cycles is evident from the figure. (b) A comparison of
the kinetics detected at the end of the silica fiber (as shown in panel (a)) by
the spectrograph with that of the time dependent concentration of the same
solution measured with Shimadzu-2600 spectrophotometer is demonstrated.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to investigate the quality of the surface of
optical fibers and their modification after the treatment of
physical etching (silica) and heating (plastic), we have observed the fibers under scanning electron microscope (SEM).
Figure 2 depicts the SEM images of the optical fibers before and after etching. From the figure, the surface of the
base fibers (Figures 2(a) and 2(c)) and the modifications
(Figures 2(b) and 2(d)) due to physical etching/heating is evident. It is also clear that the measured diameters of the silica and plastic fibers (223 μm and 997 μm, respectively) are
consistent with the literature values provided by the manufacturer (225 μm and 1000 μm, respectively). The thickness of
the clad (12 μm, Figure 2(b)) in the case of silica fiber is also
similar to that of the literature value of 12.5 μm. Figure 3(a)
shows absorption spectrum of aqueous bilirubin solution
(9.2 μM at pH ∼ 7.5) measured in Shimadzu spectrophotometer having a peak around 450 nm and consistent with reported
literature.39 In order to study the spectral response of bilirubin, white light was introduced into the fiber, the absorption
spectrum of aqueous bilirubin solution (concentration 10 μM,

similar to that of the solid bilirubin as shown in the inset of
Figure 3(a). The observation is consistent with the fact that
the evanescent field essentially monitors solid form of bilirubin deposited at the surface of the fiber. The deposition can
be rationalized from the fact that the surface of the fiber is
heavily hydroxylated at pH 7.426 and deposition of bilirubin
on the hydroxylated surface is unavoidable18 In order to further investigate the possibility of deposition of bilirubin, we
have checked the precipitation of bilirubin on a hydroxylated
glass slide at different pH values. As shown in the inset of
Figure 3(b), a significant amount of bilirubin can be deposited
on the plate at physiological pH (7.4). It is to be noted that the
deposition of bilirubin on the fiber surface may augment the
evanescent field to the environments as indicated in Eq. (3),
reducing the penetration depth of the probe field. In earlier
studies the deposition issue of the test analytes in fiber optic sensors is concluded to be a limiting factor for the overall
sensitivity of detection.18, 22, 23 However, detail investigation
of the deposition of the test analytes in the optical fiber sensors was beyond the scope of the earlier studies.
For the potential application of optical fiber as a theranostics tool, the deposition may work in a positive manner. The
proximity of bilirubin to the evanescent field significantly increases the possibility of photodegradation of bilirubin. In our
studies we have found that the spectroscopic signature of the
photodegradation product is closely resemble with previously
reported photo-oxidation product of bilirubin, methylvinylmaleimide (MVM).40 After the photodegradation of bilirubin
at the fiber surface, the evanescent field may “search” for new
bilirubin molecule in the solution by increasing the depth of
penetration (Eq. (3)). Deposition and degradation of bilirubin
in aqueous solution under an external blue light (Figure 1) is
shown in Figure 4. The efficacy of the optical fiber sensor to
monitor the concentration of bilirubin in the solution for several cycles is demonstrated in Figure 4(a). Figure 4(b) shows
a comparative study of monitoring the bilirubin concentration
in solution by spectrograph in the fiber sensor, with that of the

FIG. 5. Deposition of bilirubin in aqueous solution (pH 7.5, 12 μM), detected at the end of the fiber in (a) absence and (b) presence of an external
blue light (1 W, 460 nm).

pH 7.5) using the spectrograph at the end of the fiber is shown
in Figure 3(b). The spectra of Figures 3(a) and 3(b) are apparently looking different and the spectrum in Figure 3(b) is

TABLE I. Numerical fitting parameter of the bilirubin deposition (no blue light) and photo-degradation (in presence blue light) kinetics as shown in Figures 5
and 6.
Con.
(μM)

y0

A1

τ1
(min)

A2

τ2
(min)

A3

τ3
(min)

Absence of blue light

10.00

0.97

−0.28

2.74

−0.70

19.71

0.08

170.57

Presence of blue light
Figure 6(a)

10.00
11.04

0.029
1.02

−0.27
−0.27

2.66
3.22

−2.01
−0.51

16.00
40.00

2.26
0.10

51.66
200.00

Figure 6(b)
Figure 6(c)
Figure 6(d)
Figure 6(e)
Figure 6(a)

19.14
29.08
36.04
35.64
11.04

0.96
0.96
0.95
1.03
0.00

−0.23
−0.23
−0.27
−0.39
−0.20

0.78
0.77
2.63
3.92
3.2

−0.67
−0.66
−0.71
−0.76
−0.1

22.40
22.26
19.32
30.28
40.00

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
6.15

200.00
200.00
196.43
186.61
33.51

Figure 6(b)
Figure 6(c)
Figure 6(d)
Figure 6(e)

19.14
29.08
36.04
35.64

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

−1.55
−0.03
−0.20
−0.79

1.34
2.95
2.30
4.79

−3.23
−1.32
−0.34
−1.07

17.98
30.79
27.33
14.06

2.00
1.81
1.27
1.15

103.03
150.00
289.70
472.00

Sample
Silica fiber in aqueous solution
(Figure 5)
Bilirubin
deposition/degradation on silica
fiber (no blue light)

Bilirubin
deposition/degradation on silica
fiber (in blue light)

FIG. 6. Concentration dependent deposition and degradation (in absence and presence of blue light) of bilirubin as detected by fiber (panel (a)–(e)). Dominance
of degradation kinetics in presence of blue light is evident. Panel (f) shows slower degradation with high bilirubin concentration. The effective dose of light at
the fiber surface with bilirubin concentration is also shown.

readings obtained from Shimadzu spectrophotometer. From
Figure 4(b) it is evident that the spectrophotometer unable to
monitor the deposition of the bilirubin, which is very local
effect at the surface of the fiber only, however, very important for the sensing efficiency. Numerical fitting of the deposition (Figure 4(b)) in absence of light reveal exponential rise
of time constant 21.00 min. In presence of blue light the decay
kinetics can be fitted with bi-exponential function with a rise
component of 21.00 min followed by a decay of time constant
42.05 min with residual component (y0 ) of 0.46. It has to be

noted that the kinetics measured with the spectrophotometer
can be fitted with a single exponential decay with time constant of 42.44 min, which is consistent with the decay component measured with spectrograph (τ 2 = 42.00 min). The
observation reveals that fiber sensor attached with the spectrograph measures similar decay kinetics, convoluted with a rise
component due to the deposition of bilirubin at the surface
and invites care for the interpretation of kinetics data from a
fiber sensor used to measure concentration of an analyte in
solution phase.

FIG. 7. Efficacy of the setup in potential theranostics application is demonstrated in a prototype experiment. It is clear from Figures 7(a) and 7(b) that
degradation of bilirubin depends on the amount of light coupled to the silica
fiber.

In order to investigate the deposition effect on the surface
of the fiber, we have studied the signal from the fiber sensor in
absence and presence of external blue light source, as shown
in Figures 5(a) and 5(b). Table I represents the fitting kinetics
data. It is clear that deposition is also an integral part of the decay kinetics and needs numerical fitting for the interpretation
of the kinetics. The deposition and degradation (in absence
and presence of blue light) of bilirubin at various concentrations is shown in Figure 6. Corresponding kinetics data is tabulated in Table I. As evident from Table I and Figure 6(f), with
increasing concentration of bilirubin, the decay kinetics gradually become slower. This observation can be rationalized in
term of our experimental setup (Figure 1), revealing lowers
effective dose of light at the fiber surface with the increase in
solution concentration (inner filter effect). From Figure 6 and
corresponding fitting data in Table I, it is also clear that the
rise time constants almost remain unperturbed in the range of
solution concentrations in our study. While the faster rise time
constants 2–4 min may be consistent with homogenization of
the solution, long time constants in the range of 20–40 min
account for deposition of bilirubin at the fiber surface.
In real theranostics application there is very little scope
to use external light source rather use of the light through

FIG. 8. The theranostics applicability of the prototype is represented using
1 mm fiber as sensor and Coherent FieldMate with OP-2 VIS sensor as detector. (a) The detected signal from the fiber end. (b) Comparative solution
concentration measured in Shimadzu spectrophotometer in presence and absence of blue light. (c) The linear dependency between the signals detected
at the fiber end and the solution concentration.

the fiber for both sensing and phototherapy. Figure 7 shows
the efficacy of the setup, in which a blue LED is coupled
to the etched silica fiber and the transmitted optical power
is detected by a spectrograph (Figure 7(a)) and a power meter (Figure 7(b)). It is evident from Figure 7(a), the degradation depends on the amount of power coupled to the fiber
which can be differentiated in terms of light intensity at the
detector end of the fiber. Although, sensing of bilirubin is

FIG. 9. (a) Absorption spectra of bilirubin (77 μM/l) in blood-phantom
(HSA and hemoglobin mixture) solution before (0 H) and after 4 hours of
photodegradation (4 H) by blue LED evanescent field. Solid lines indicate
the goodness of spectral deconvolution the experimental data with two peaks
at 404 nm (soret band of hemoglobin) and 450 nm (bilirubin). The inset represents time dependence of detected absorbance signal at the fiber end. Initial
rise in the signal depicts the dominance of deposition of bilirubin and following photodegradationt leads the consequent decrease. (b) The deconvoluted
spectra peaking at 404 nm (soret band of hemoglobin) and 450 nm (bilirubin) before and after the photo (450 nm) irradiation of the blood phantom are
shown. Inset shows a clear decrease in the bilirubin (estimated value from
77 μM/l to 30 μM/l) and intactness of hemoglobin concentration.

irrespective of the coupling efficiency, bilirubin degradation
very much depends on the coupled light to the fiber. In our
experimental condition (e.g., fiber end polishing, surface etching) the coupling efficiency varies revealing output power of
the blue LED light at the fiber end in the range of 22–25 μW
(higher coupling) to 4–5 μW (lower coupling). Figure 7(b)
clearly indicates that for moderately coupled systems someone has to wait significant amount of time in order to get
reasonable degradation effect. This observation clearly justify
the increased amount of modes (higher V number; Eq. (2))
coupled to the optical fiber for potential application in theranostics. Figure 8 shows the data obtained using plastic fiber of
diameter 1 mm. As shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b), a significant amount of photodegradation can be achieved in 60 min.
It has to be noted that we have calibrated the concentration of
bilirubin measured by the fiber sensor with that measured using spectrophotometer. In 60 min of experimental time span
we have found reasonable linearity (Figure 8(c)), revealing
the reliability of the data reported by the fiber sensor. In order

to address the specific question, whether the sensor able to degrade bilirubin up to clinically meaningful amount in a physiologically relevant environment so that it can be actually used
for therapy, we have studied the photodegradation of bilirubin in a mixture of HSA and Hemoglobin (100 μM/l of each
protein), two major ingredients of human blood. As shown in
Figure 9(a), the removal of bilirubin from the “bloodphantom” solution is significant revealing bilirubin degradation from 77 μM/l to 30 μM/l. It has to be noted that the
level of bilirubin in the human blood in normal and jaundice
conditions are ∼20 μM/l and >50 μM/l, respectively. The
spectral deconvolution of the absorption spectra (solid lines)
in the range from 390 nm to 550 nm shows the presence of
hemoglobin (soret band peak at 404 nm) and bilirubin (peak
at 450 nm). The peak of HSA is supposed to be at 280 nm
and beyond the spectral range. The deposition followed by
the degradation measured from the optical power meter is
clear from the inset of Figure 9(a). The deconvoluted spectra peaking at 404 nm (hemoglobin) and 450 nm (bilirubin)
at different time of irradiation are shown in Figure 9(b). A
clear decrease of the spectrum peaking at 450 nm with time,
as a consequence of photodegradation of bilirubin is evident
from the inset Figure 9(b) without affecting the hemoglobin
count in the blood-phantom. Our observation further justifies
the potentiality of our strategy for novel theranostics tool in
future applications.
The promising experimental observation as shown in
Figures 8 and 9, directed us for an in vitro theranostics application on a wet-chromatography paper as membrane mimic.
Cellulose or polysaccharides are the primary constituent of
chromatography paper, which are also the major components
of fibrous extracellular matrix of skin dermis of green plants,
many forms of algae and eukaryotic microorganisms. Thus in
order to effectively simulate the structure and composition of
native skin, we have used wet-chromatography paper. Since,
cellulose is significantly amphiphilic in nature, incorporation
of bilirubin (which is generally considered as a lipophilic substance) in to the chromatography paper is primarily governed
by the lipophilic or hydrophobic interactions.41–43 The experimental setup for the in vitro studies is shown in Figure 10(a).
The experimental data on the bilirubin degradation measured with power meter (Figure 10(b)) and spectrophotometer
(Figure 10(c)) are shown. From both the model experiments,
it is clear that the degradation monitored by the power meter
is apparent after sufficient photodegradation of the test pigment in the solution as monitored by the spectrophotometer.
Continuous deposition of the bilirubin on the plastic fiber surface is concluded to be reason for such observation. In a separate experiment on the deposition of bilirubin on the plastic
fiber (data not shown), a time constant of 46.00 min is evident. It has to be noted that the degradation time constant
is also in the similar order as monitored from spectrophotometer (Figures 8(b) and 10(c)). The model experiments also
suggest that concentration monitored by the power-meter at
the end of the fiber starts showing the decrease of bilirubin
level in test medium, when the concentration of the pigment
is significantly lower than the starting value. The observation
clearly reveals the efficacy of continuous monitoring the level
of bilirubin in the test environments during phototherapy.

FIG. 10. The in vitro theranostics application for hyperbilirubinemia is represented using 1 mm fiber as sensor and Coherent FieldMate with OP-2 VIS sensor
as detector. (a) The schematic presentation of the experimental setup. (b) The signal detected at the Fiber end by the power meter. (c) The comparative solution
concentration measured in Shimadzu spectrophotometer in presence and absence of blue light.

IV. CONCLUSION

In the present study, we have developed a fiber optic
evanescent field-based sensor for the detection of bilirubin in
an aqueous medium. Our pH dependent studies show the efficacy of our developed fiber sensor depends on the deposition
of bilirubin on the fiber surface due to the presence of unavoidable hydroxyl moieties on the silica surface. Our studies
clearly reveal the importance of numerical fitting considering the deposition effect on the kinetics data obtained from
the fiber sensor. We have demonstrated the efficacy of our
strategy in the maintenance of controlled bilirubin level in a
blood-phantom solution (mixture of hemoglobin and HSA).
We have also shown that bilirubin deposited at the fiber surface can be removed using the evanescent field. In a prototype experiment we have designed a way to detect the level
of bilirubin (diagnosis) and its photodegradation (therapy) simultaneously, using a single fiber. The method could be useful
for both noninvasive (on skin, like phototherapy) and invasive
(in contact with blood); however, actual therapeutic strategy
may be determined after a rigorous clinical trial. Apart from
its fundamental importance, we believe that this work repre-

sents a step forward in the use of evanescent field (light) for
potential theranostics application in hyperbilirubinemia.
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